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(Image credit: Amazon Pharmacy) Amazon is expanding into yet another market with the launch of its new Amazon Pharmacy online store (opens in new tab) which will help customers conveniently purchase their prescription medications on its site.The ecommerce giant's new store allows customers to complete an entire pharmacy transaction on
their desktop on Amazon's website or on their mobile device using the Amazon App.To get started, Amazon customers will need to add their insurance information to a secure pharmacy profile where they'll be able to manage prescriptions and choose payment options before checking out. While the new store is open to all users, Amazon Prime (opens
in new tab) members will receive unlimited, free two-day delivery on orders from Amazon Pharmacy as part of their membership.Amazon also announced that Prime members can save on medications at Amazon Pharmacy when paying without insurance as well as at over 50,000 participating pharmacies across the US. Prime members can save up to
80 percent off generic medications and 40 percent off brand name medications even when paying without insurance.Thanks to the Amazon Prime prescription savings benefit and Amazon Pharmacy, customers can now compare prices and purchase medications for home delivery (opens in new tab) all in one place.Researching medications on Amazon
Pharmacy uses the same browsing experience customers are familiar with from Amazon which makes it easy to discover what medications and different dosages are available through the service. Before checking out, customers will be able to compare the price of their prescriptions when paying with their insurance's co-pay, the price without
insurance and the savings from the company's new Prime prescription savings benefit to choose the lowest price option.Customers will be able to add their insurance information to the service but they can also ask their doctor to send new or existing prescriptions directly to Amazon Pharmacy for fulfilment.Vice president of Amazon Pharmacy TJ
Parker provided further insight into how the company designed the new store in a press release (opens in new tab), saying:“We designed Amazon Pharmacy to put customers first – bringing Amazon’s customer obsession to an industry that can be inconvenient and confusing. We work hard behind the scenes to handle complications seamlessly so
anyone who needs a prescription can understand their options, place their order for the lowest available price, and have their medication delivered quickly.”We've also highlighted the best ecommerce platforms (opens in new tab) Infra Composites B.V.Keulschevaart 73621 MX BreukelenTel 0346-259290Dit e-mailadres wordt beveiligd tegen
spambots. JavaScript dient ingeschakeld te zijn om het te bekijken. Christine Giordanp Aerobic steppers may seem so '80s, but the benefits of having an elevated platform handy while exercising have stood the test of time. "Using a stepper is a low-impact way to incorporate explosive, powerful moves into your workout," says Stephanie Reyes, a
NASM-certified trainer in Atlanta. It's great for cardio, she adds, because the up-and-down action increases your heart rate. Taking a virtual step workout class is one way to utilize this piece of home gym equipment, but it's not the only option. You can use the stepper to level up your strength training, too, Reyes says. It's perf for performing exercises
that require an elevated surface such as step-ups or Bulgarian split squats. And you can up the intensity of your planks, pushups, and lower-body exercises like lunges by placing one or both of your feet up on a riser. Creating a sharper angle of incline or decline—or an uneven surface for single-leg moves—makes your bod work that much harder to
stay balanced and stable. Reyes also suggests using your stepper as a bench, depending on its height, for moves like chest presses and rows, as working on the elevated surface instead of the floor allows you to increase your range of motion and work your muscles more. However you choose to use 'em, the best part is that aerobic steppers are a fairly
inexpensive piece of workout equipment. If you're looking to add one to your personal gym stash, here's a list of the best step platforms for working out. Each one's been selected based on user reviews and top ratings at trusted online retailers. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below 1 Best Nonskid Stepper The Step Original Aerobic Platform $43
AT AMAZON $81 AT WALMART A top-rated platform on Amazon with over 9,700 positive reviews, this stepper can be purchased with a set of two or four risers to up your workout intensity. The risers have nonskid feet that protect you from injury by preventing them from shifting out of place. Rave Review: "After purchasing three other aerobic
steppers and returning them for various reasons (instability, poor quality, etc), I found and bought this one and am extremely satisfied! It feels sturdy, does not bow or 'give' when you stand on it and does not slide when using." —wideopenseas, amazon.com 2 Best Design Yes4All Adjustable Aerobic Step Platform $66 AT AMAZON $66 AT WALMART
This shock-absorbing aerobic stepper has a large surface area and nonskid rubber feet. It also includes extra risers to make the platform up to eight inches tall. As a bonus, there are multiple color options to choose from. Rave Review: "This is large enough for all my moves. Great deal on Amazon. It's not slippery just like the ones at the gym! I'm glad
I chose this one, Thank you to all previous reviewers." —Della, amazon.com 3 Best For Height Adjustment Zeny 31" Aerobic Stepper Platform Level up your cardio workout with this aerobic stepper that's shock-absorbing and good for both indoor and outdoor use. It supports up to 400 pounds, and it comes with support blocks that can make the riser
up to eight inches tall. Rave Review: "I have problems with balance and coordination, and the width and height of this step are just right for me to hit the mark--or at least not miss it and fall off!-- with every step." —warriorbard, amazon.com 4 Best Lightweight Stepper Jaxpety 27" Fitness Aerobic Stepper This step platform is super portable,
weighing less than six pounds, but it can still support up to 440 pounds. Plus, it's easy to clean, and you can adjust the height so it's four or six inches tall. There are also two color options available. Rave Review: "This is a very well made, sturdy 'Stepper.' The color is nice, it is light enough to move easily. It has the option of making it taller which is
nice for a more challenging workout. Highly Recommend --- very much enjoying" —Noreen, amazon.com 5 Best Stepper For Small Spaces Yes4All Adjustable High Step Aerobic Platform $50 AT AMAZON $50 AT WALMART This indoor/outdoor stepper has a smaller surface area, so it's ideal for working on balance and precision. But its size also
makes it easier to store or transport. Plus, it comes with four additional risers (all with nonskid rubber feet) that make it up to 12 inches tall. Rave Review: "I live in an apartment and storage room is at a premium. This does everything I want it to do in a smaller form factor, and was priced better **for the intended use** than competitive products." —
Kelly Yoss, amazon.com 6 Best For Beginners Tone Fitness Aerobic Step $28 AT AMAZON $28 AT WALMART A great option for beginners, this lightweight step platform comes with a workout guide. It also has inserts that can either make the platform more stable or add some extra height. Rave Review: "I wanted a step-up to have in my house to use
while watching TV and I love this one. It’s wider than I realized and I feel super secure stepping on and off it." —Emily S., amazon.com 7 Best Gym Quality Stepper HomGarden 43" Adjustable Aerobic Stepper This stepper can be adjusted up to eight inches tall and it has nonskid feet to prevent it from sliding around. Reviewers love the quality of this
one, and they rave about its size and sturdiness. Many say that it’s just like what they use at the gym. Rave Review: "Pretty much the same as what I use at the gym. Great quality, sturdy. Pleased with my purchase." –CntryGrl, amazon.com 8 Best Stepper For Leveling Up Your Workout Reebok Original Aerobic Step $187 AT AMAZON $140 AT
WALMART $133 AT OVERSTOCK If you're looking for a classic, this riser's been around for over 25 years and remains a popular tool for upgrading workouts at home. It can be adjusted to three different heights – six, eight, or 10 inches. Rave Review: "I cannot even begin to tell you how great this step is! It’s very sturdy and has some weight to it so it
doesn’t slide around on the floor. It’s a larger step in width, length and height so you can really travel a lot in step aerobics! Order it today. You won’t be sorry!" —MrsH, amazon.com 9 Best Bang For Your Buck The Step Adjustable Aerobic Step Platform $28 AT AMAZON $25 AT WALMART For only about $30, this step platform is an absolute
bargain. It can support 400 pounds and comes with risers that increase its height from four inches to six. The risers lock into the platform so that they're secure and sturdy. Rave Review: "Very sturdy. I’ve been doing an intense workout with this step where I’m hopping on and off, jumping around it, doing pushups on it, and all sorts of stuff. It stays
still and takes all the impact well. Definitely recommend." —Kerri, amazon.com 10 Best Stepper For Durability KLB Sport 31" Adjustable Workout Aerobic Stepper If you're looking for a stepper that offers a ton of support, look no further than this one. Customers raved about its durability. Plus, you can adjust its height up to eight inches tall. Rave
Review: "Really liked that I could adjust this to deal with total knee replacement. Very sturdy, left me feeling safe enough to give myself a good workout on it." —Deb, amazon.com This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information
about this and similar content at piano.io
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